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Virtual Reality can take you anywhere. Augmented Reality 
can bring anything to you” - Clay Bavor, Google AR/VR VP

Virtual Reality helps you to experience new worlds.  
Augmented Reality helps you experience this world in new 
ways.
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Cellverse

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sUKqog3Du5eYiUk3Fn3IXh59zSqO77IT/view?usp=sharing


Authenticity



Cells



Cells
are 
complex



Source: https://www2.palomar.edu/users/warmstrong/lmexer1a.htm

Yet we teach this…..



Source: https://www2.palomar.edu/users/warmstrong/lmexer1a.htm

Yet we teach this….. So kids think of this…..



Source: https://www2.palomar.edu/users/warmstrong/lmexer1a.htm

“Whitman’s sampler” view











 



Size and scale







What do they learn?



Cell Drawings- GLTS
● Total # of labeled organelles in pre-drawings:138
● Total # of labeled organelles in post-drawings: 234
● More texture, more organelles with labels were drawn in post cell drawings. 

Sizes and shapes changed.
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game



Interactivity



Strong sense 
of spatial 
presence in 
the gameh



Hands on
I usually just like listen to a teacher 
read about it. But now like we actually 
like got like a hands on experience of 
like what we're supposed to learn 
about



Navigation
There were tubes, it looked like I was 
traveling down a tube of some kind 
to the nucleus, um...I didn’t think a 
cell would be like that. I thought it 
would be more simple and would 
only have so many parts as was 
displayed in diagrams.



Environment
It actually lets us go in depth of 
the cell and then every piece so 
we know the layers and every 
part and what's it called and 
the name so it actually leaves 
the image in our head. 



Perspective
VR it gave me a better look of it 
from up close, rather than looking 
at it from a diagram, like from 
above. Like I said, there were a lot 
more parts of a cell than I thought 
there would be, from other ways 
that I’ve learned it. 
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Collaboration





Collaboration: 
Logistically helpful 
in classrooms















Shared vision

Ownership & Contribution

Communication

Collective Emergence

Group Flow

SaSawyer, K. (2017). Group genius: The creative power of collaboration. Basic Books
wyer, K. (2017). Group genius: The creative power of collaboration. Basic Books



Data Collection 

Audio & Video Recording

Transcription & Coding

Pre- & Post-Game Interviews

Cell Drawings



Epistemic Network Analysis

Connections between 
ideas in conversation



Epistemic Network Analysis

Collaborative cluefindingClarification



User study 2017
N=60

Expert and novice input helps design

Qual study 2018
N=26

High spatial presence
collaboration changes over time

Quan study 2019
2 urban high-needs schools

 (N=130)

CMU’s ETC 
Press



Thank you!


